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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to understand the interactions of neurosurgeons with
microscope and personnel in neurosurgical theater. The motivation is to identify
the limitations and improvement potentials of interactive procedures, such as con-
siderations about new interactive technologies. Furthermore, understanding the in-
teraction between surgeons and residents helps to investigate for training potentials
of non-technical skills in operating room.
We looked into interactions in this environment from the perspective of interactive
design and technologies.
We used contextual observation and analyzing the audio-visual recording of the
routine interactions and communications in surgical field .
The findings of this study are twofold. First part, outlines the interactions and
behaviors in neurosurgical practices which highlight the interaction factors, limi-
tations and improvement potentials. Also, it uncovers the error opportunities and
inefficiencies. Second part contains explanation about situations that surgeons use
their experience (non-technical skills) during surgery and training the residents.
The results highlight possibilities, factors and guidelines of a new method of inter-
action in this setting. Findings also outline the considerations during the progress
of technology enhancement.
Keywords: Human-computer interaction, Interactive systems, Neurosurgery.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Medical science is a major field which benefits from technological growth (Bates
and Gawande, 2003). Every innovative step in technology causes improvement in
the procedure of diagnosis, treatment and life expectancy.
In a medical process, clinicians have the role of service providers for the patients.
On the other hand, they are end users of the medical devices and technologies.
The importance of paying attention to the user needs which influence the design
of a service or system, have been studied widely. Understanding the user needs,
attitudes and requirements is one of the basic steps in this progress (Abras et al.,
2004).
Neurosurgery is a notable scope not only as an important medical service but also
from technology involvement point of view. The neurosurgical practices involve
complex interactions among team, and team and devices. Regarding to the integra-
tion of communications and interactions in this field, quality improvement of each
domain has effect on the outcome of the other one. Understanding the formation of
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the interactions and behaviors of the neurosurgical team members helps to decrease
the risks and inefficiencies.
1.2 Thesis statement and objectives
Focus of this thesis is to study the interactions and activities in neurosurgical oper-
ating room with the concentration on interaction of surgeon with microscope. This
study also contribute to the studies which aims to describe the details of the work-
flow and communication pattern in different environments (e.g.,(Mentis et al., 2012,
Kusunoki et al., 2013, Mitchell and Flin, 2008, Lingard et al., 2004)).
It is tried to study technologies in medical environment from the perspective of
interactive systems. The aim of an interactive system is to assist users to achieve
the desire goals is (Dix, 2004). The framework of the studies in this field is to
realize the impact of the interactive systems and clarifying the designing process
by concentration on the workflow, gaps and improvement potentials. We have
determined the workflow while surgeon is working with state-of-the-art surgical
microscope. It has been also tried to indicate the inefficiencies, errors or gaps during
personnel interactions in operating room. The focus in this part is on the surgeon
as a leading role. In this study, we also focused on interactions and behaviors of the
surgeon while using the neurosurgical microscope.
The findings could be used as a schema to identify opportunities for improvement
and indicating inefficiencies and possible errors. Also thinking about any design
consideration for a new method of interaction needs deep understanding of the
current flow and its key concepts.
Detailed observation combined with video and audio recording helped us to collect
required data in neurosurgical operating rooms. Detecting the most used features
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and difficulties, besides following the work routine, rise up issues related to inefficient
interactions which are discussed in this study. Our data is merged with the surgeons’
interview data which is a rich source to uncovers the spirit of their work and hidden
layers of the interaction.
The objective is to provide an insight to interactions of neurosurgeons in neurosur-
gical environment from different perspectives; namely, Interactions of the surgeons
with microscope and surgeons’ interaction with personnel.
We claim understanding the details of the interactive behaviors of the surgeons
provide opportunities to investigate the routine, gaps and potentials for error and
improvements. Also we draw the attentions to the fact that not only technical
knowledge is used by surgeons during interactions in operating rooms, but also non-
technical skills are also an important perspective during surgical practices. Surgeons
deliver these skills during their training sessions to young residents, however it is
not a part of their (official) medical trainings.
1.3 Thesis structure
The thesis consists of seven chapters. After introduction, in second chapter, the
basic principles in neurosurgical environment have been described which provides a
clear view to the concept of the neurosurgery.
In the third chapter, we have taken a look to the similar studies which have been
done in this scope to provide the theoretical framework and get more familiar to the
concepts. Chapter 4 contains description of the methodology of this experiment.
Also this section contains the details of the data collection and data analysis pro-
cedure. The fifth part, includes our findings. Chapter 6 contains discussion over
the results and the last chapter concludes the study and outline the possible future
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works.
Chapter 2
BASIC PRINCIPLES
2.1 Microneurosurgery
Microneurosurgery is a type of surgery which is performed on structure of nervous
system using miniaturized instruments under high magnification of surgical micro-
scope.
However the microscope is the basic part of a microneurosurgery, but the whole
procedure is a combination of set of special techniques and tools come with seamless
actions of all the personnel in operating room. During a neurosurgical practice, there
are many details which are needed to be done optimally and their effects directly
can be seen in surgery result (Lehecka et al., 2011).
Different pathologies (diagnosis) lead to different types and strategies of surgery.
In one hand, the common spirit of all neurosurgeries necessitate to follow certain
procedures with almost similar order for all of them; on the other hand, Various
types of the neurosurgeries, load many factors which differ from case to case; such
as part of the nervous system which the surgery is applied there, the patient status,
needed equipments, setting of the operating room (OR) and location of the OR
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personnel.
2.2 Description of the neurosurgical microscope
Following curiosity about water refraction and similar phenomena, led to widespread
use of magnification in different fields. As the idea was developing, new perspectives
were being added into the basic root of magnification. One of the highlighted points
was inventing the compound microscope which was using more than one lens in one
structure (Kriss and Kriss, 1998) .
Development of the microscope idea was not limited only to improvement the mag-
nification. Progress of magnification caused realizing some issues which was needed
to be improved as well; Such as vibration in high magnified view and movement
limitations.
It lasted almost 40 years from the first microscope use in laboratory medical research
to the first microneurosurgery (Yasargil, 2006).
It should be mentioned here that before neurosurgery, microscope had been using
in other surgery types such as different ear surgeries and nowadays, many medical
fields use microscope to enhance diagnosis and treatment procedure (Figure 2.1).
It can be claimed that modern neurosurgery is tied to developing the microscope
and they both had complementary effect on each other. Besides magnification,
there were numerous factors to be considered by many scientists during improvement
procedure of microscope, such as preventing traumas by providing clear and detailed
view of microsurgical anatomy, giving the freedom to surgeons to smoothly move
and adjust the tool based on their needs, and lighting control (Ramamurti et al.,
2005, Yasargil, 2006).
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Figure 2.1: The old microscope with manual controls (Ramamurti et al., 2005).
2.2.1 Lens
Lens is one of the primitive components in microscope. The large objective lens is
the border of the outside world and inside the microscope body.
The focal length of this lens helps to have clear view of the operative field in different
situations; from operations which perform in deep cavity, to provide wide field
of vision in surface surgeries. Beside magnification and stereoscopic perspective
which are main principles in surgical microscope, field of view is another factor of
importance (Ramamurti et al., 2005). Field of view is the area of operating field
with a clear view which can be seen through microscope.
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2.2.2 Magnification controller
Main objective lens is not the only tool to provide magnified view in microscope. To
control the magnification, there is a lens system which is interposed between the ob-
jective lens and the binocular system. The basic idea is to have a set of lenses inside
the microscope tube to control the magnification. Later, it is replaced by motorized
zoom lenses. These movable lenses provide merged focal length based on surgeon
preferences and increase or decrease the base magnification. Nowadays, a micropro-
cessor controls the entire system and provides the best settings and magnification
options based on surgeons’ needs (Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Basic optical principles (Kriss and Kriss, 1998)
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2.2.3 Illumination
An integrated light source which was mostly tungsten or halogen bulb was the
primitive illumination system in microscopes. To cooling down the system extra
parts such as fans were needed. Later, by using coaxial fibrotic, cold light introduced
which was a remote illumination source. The illumination in different magnifications
used to be a constant value and automatic collimation adjustment helps to have
proper value for illumination in specific magnification (Kriss and Kriss, 1998).
2.2.4 Ocular
The role of microscope ocular is to magnify the image which is passed through
main objective lens. The simple ocular constructed of two lenses and this number
increases in more advanced versions. It is designed in a way to be compatible with
other lenses which might be installed to correct or change the vision for particular
usages such as correction of different types of aberrations (Kriss and Kriss, 1998).
Adjustable angle ability in ocular prevents surgeon’s physical strain. Different focal
length not only designed to increase the magnification but also helps to decrease
the refractive error of the surgeon (Figure 2.3).
2.2.5 Co-observation
This part provides the binocular vision for assistant surgeon (Figure 2.4). Co-
observation enables the second vision which is completely similar to the main view
and there is no reduction in the quality of the main surgeon. It also allows assistant
to adjust the view as needed. As the main adjustment is controlled by main sur-
geon, the assistant view and position needed to be changed with every movement.
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Figure 2.3: The eye-piece (used by surgeon) and co-observation port
New enhancement in design of co-observation concept permits assistant to keep the
adjustment regardless of applied movements by surgeon (Sevdalis et al., 2012).
Figure 2.4: Surgeon and assistant use microscope.
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2.2.6 Maneuverability
The restricted working area necessitates having control over the movement of the
whole microscope body. These options which provide movement control, have been
developing in years and nowadays, easy movements in different directions are avail-
able. The challenge in this field is to provide a secure and adequate suspension
to maintain the surgeon’s adjustments. A series of software and electronic parts
provide the secure suspension. Repositioning to obtain better field of view happens
many times during surgery. Two handgrips help surgeon to move the microscope
arm into different directions (see part 5.5.1).
Microscope also can be moved using the mouthpiece. This part is a whistle-like piece
which releases the microscope breaks when surgeons press it by their mouth. The
action is somewhat similar to normal biting. The advantage of having this option
is ability to perform uninterrupted procedure. Surgeons are able to adjust the
microscope position without taking hands from the surgical field. As commanding
the microscope without using the hands is available with this ability, it is widely
used by surgeons (see part 5.5.2).
2.2.7 Handgrips
Pair of handles enable the surgeon to control the position, change the settings to
gain the proper adjustment and have control over the clarity and illumination of
the view. Grips are located in both left and right sides of the binocular and similar
to ocular, their angles are adjustable to help surgeon for achieving the best settings
and challenging perspectives. Integrated release buttons enable surgeon to release
the magnetic breaks and move the microscope as required.
Changing the zoom and focusing are also possible using other buttons and knobs.
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Surgeon can also program the additional buttons according to needs (Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.5: Neurosurgical microscope handgrip.
2.2.8 Recording feature
Recording option allows storing the view of surgical field as images or videos to
provide a unique source of information for different purposes. Information can be
used for documentation, training, presentation, research, or many other objectives.
Reviewing, replying and numerous other functions are integrated in surgical micro-
scope camera system.
2.2.9 Embedded software
Medical imaging methods and technologies help visualizing the field of view under
different conditions. from using the pre-operative imaging to apply certain condi-
tion to on-going surgery procedure view. these options help surgeons to check the
treatment procedure and enable them to obtain better view for decision making.
Chapter 3
STUDIES IN INTERACTIONS
IN MEDICAL ENVIRONMENT
The aim of an interactive system is assisting users to achieve the desire goals (Dix,
2004). Over past decades, many studies have been done to determine the impact of
interactive systems and clarifying the designing process. The key point in designing
interactive systems is to have an efficient and effective procedure while it is easy and
enjoyable to use (Jennifer et al., 2002). The results can be easily seen in our daily
lives; from everyday use of any common devices to complicated fields of industry.
From this perspective, medical science is a notable scope as the interactive system
principles and design facts is used to enhance the complex neurosurgical flow.
Different approaches which lead to study interaction and relative principles in oper-
ating rooms and surgical environment can be categorized into three different classes.
• Interaction with medical devices,
• Study the team work interaction in medical environment and
• Focusing on non technical skills
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It should be mentioned here that beside the studies which focus purely on specific
concept and follow certain approach, there are topics and studies which provide the
merged results of these classes.
3.1 Interaction with medical devices
Studies which aim to understand interactions with specific devices during surgical
practices are motivated from different purposes such as:
• Design consideration to improve the current situation (e.g.,(Harders and Szekely,
2003))
• Investigation to understand possibility of introducing a new types of tech-
nology (e.g.,(Mentis et al., 2012, Johnson et al., 2011, O’hara et al., 2013)),
and
• Understanding the characteristics of the device while user interact with (e.g.,(Kusunoki
et al., 2013)).
Contribute to the studies which focus on improvement of the current process and
overcoming the limitations, Mentis et al. have studied interaction proxemics to un-
derstand implications for the design of touch less interaction systems (Mentis et al.,
2012). Characterization of the OR personnel interaction with imaging technology
and devices, uncover the limitations and potentials. They claimed while the sterile
environment is one of the limitations alongside restrictive working areas, profiting
from the touch less technology can help to overcome the limitation of the current
touch based interaction in OR.
Study objectives of Mentis et al were introduced as indicating the design consid-
erations for touch less interaction system replacing with the current touch based
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mechanism. Along with the aim of the study, this report reveals many facts related
to not very efficient interaction among team and devices in OR. In their case, re-
garding to design a new and adaptable mode of interaction, many factors needed
to be considered from the perspective of the new method. It is helpful to analyze
the current flow, in order to identify the most highlighted factors such as spatial
activities and proxemics of certain interaction mechanism. these factors are used in
designing a new interaction approach.
Kusunoki and colleagues drew attention to devices which are a part of interaction
in OR (Kusunoki et al., 2013). They aimed to understand supporting role of vital
signs monitors in trauma resuscitation teamwork. They mentioned that displays are
using extensively in team work decision making and situation awareness in medical
environment from normal patients room to emergency situations.
The represented condition is a lifesaving situation and maintaining the overall aware-
ness of the patient status is the key point. Thus, to keep the team work aware,
determining indications to define the work stream could be defined as the moti-
vation of the study. They have demonstrated patterns for monitor use which can
be applied to improve the monitor usage methods. Beside this, they introduced
limitations as poor information sharing and restriction of verbal communication.
3.2 Team work interaction in medical environ-
ment
Factors which makes OR as a place with high potentials for occurring errors are
complex environment, complicated communications and high risk situations (Leape
et al., 1994). Studies in theses fields aim to characterize the interactions and com-
munications to enhance the overall quality of team work. Multidisciplinary teams
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and activities from the perspective of decision making and team integration are ad-
dressed in health care practices(Lingard et al., 2004, Catchpole et al., 2008, Reason,
2005).
Hindmarsh and Pilnic aimed to introduce facts in interactional organization of con-
cerned team effort and describe the procedure of organizing teamwork (Hindmarsh
and Pilnick, 2002). They have introduced patient awareness before anesthesia as
one of the factors which affect on the interactions and communication among team.
Unlike surgery, the patient is not always unconscious and for a period of time, pa-
tient is a part of team work interaction. The feedback from him/her affects the
information circulation and also his/her presence changes the format of interaction
especially from educational point of view (while the students are present in OR).
Their report provides insight to the activities in anesthetic room. It is explained
respect to team members’ different expertise, their actions are watched carefully
by other members; so one part of their interaction is to understand the embodied
behaviors. They claimed analysis of anesthetic team work practice could be a rich
source for designing medical training programs and medical simulators.
The aim of the Coiera in his study is to focus on dynamic communication and in-
teraction between team members in clinical environment to understand implication
of communication space (Coiera, 2000). As the purposes of the study were defined
to suggest improvement pattern to design informative systems in healthcare, he de-
scribed the role of current communication space in health information space and
gave explanation about its weaknesses and potentials.
Comparing to the previous cases, Coiera studied the interactions from the perspec-
tive of communication space. He focused on ”‘how they interact”’. The primitive
fact in clinical team interaction is to ensure about the well-formation of messages
among clinicians. These messages can be verbal information sharing or non-verbal
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messages spread via calls or paging systems.
It is explained, although many information is provided by different medical equip-
ments, but still information transaction among clinicians occurs face to face. The
reasons behind this behavior are indicated as: favor to face to face discussion and
direct paging or calling, and relying on human provided information plus poor di-
rectory information about the rules and responsibilities.
The suggestions are formed as a set of technical and non technical advices o improve
the communication space. Non technical considerations are reported as behaving
to the personnel interaction as a skill not a personal style.
Importance of communication failure cannot be underestimated because not only
it shows inefficiency in current flow also it might be a signal of problems which
occur elsewhere outside of the teamwork context. Lingard and colleagues studied
the ineffective team communication in OR and classify their effects (Lingard et al.,
2004). The framework was shaped considering the content, purpose and occasion
of the communication exchange.
The results are proposed as classification of communication failure and their fre-
quency. They claimed, the classification of communication error in OR is a frame-
work which helps analysis of communication and improvements of procedural way
to transfer the information in OR.
3.3 Non-technical skills
Review of litrature indicates numerous studies related to surgeons’ intraoperative
and interpersonal abilities as a complementary source of knowledge beside technical
skills (e.g.,(Yule et al., 2008, Reader et al., 2006, Flin et al., 2008)).
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Yule et al. in their study did a review of literature specifically in this field (Yule
et al., 2006) and followed two aims. First to introduce most significant non technical
skills required in OR and second, to evaluate marker system which is designed to
rate surgeons’ non-technical skills.
They claimed that although technical skills are necessary for any surgical activity,
but is not efficient and gaining the best outcome in OR, requires non-technical as-
pects of surgeon and other personnel. Their review provides identification of most
important non-technical skills in OR which were highlighted in literature. These
factors are categorized into two classes. First, interpersonal skills: leadership, team-
work, briefing and planning, resource management, seeking advice/ feedback and
coping with the stress. Another category is represented as cognitive skills: situ-
ation awareness, mental readiness, assessing risks, anticipating problems, decision
making and workload distribution. They claimed after evaluating of these factors,
they can be used as an assessment technique to evaluate surgeons non-technical
abilities. They also argued lack of emphasize on non-technical skills is visible in
surgery training.
Many studies have focused on interaction and communication in OR specifically in
problematic conditions and their findings concentrate on communication patterns in
crisis situations. Sevdalis et al. conducted real time observation of communication
type, purpose and content not specifically when OR is in crisis but in normal practice
flow (Sevdalis et al., 2012).
They declare special aspects among interactions during surgeries such as teaching
communication which is an important part of the communications in OR. This is also
true about equipments discussions, level of involvement of other team members,and
management and coordination interactions. They have also suggested pre-operative
practices both for surgeon and team members to improve their skills as well as the
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general outcome. The activities include mental practices which is an inexpensive and
effective way to help them remain focused, prevent time lose and reduce unnecessary
multitasking and general result would be with maximum possible safety.
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Chapter 4
METHOD
Focus of this work is to study the interactions and activities in neurosurgical oper-
ating room with the concentration on surgeon interacting with microscope. In this
part we go thorough the methodology and framework.
4.1 Fieldwork in operating environment and pro-
cedure
Similar to the studies which conduct video analyzing to understand the spirit of
workflow in a specific situation, this work also profits from the video analyzing
results to understand the interaction flow in neurosurgical environment. The data
also has been merged to interviews and think aloud data to enrich the results.
contextual observation is used as methodology for this work (Beyer and Holtzblatt,
1997). The process is gathering field data from an on-going process. The process
is done by whose using their skill with knowledge to accomplish it. Observation
helps to collect data about the details of the procedure and it completes with inter-
views. The interviews contains information related to the spirit of the work to help
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researchers avoid misunderstanding about the nature of the procedure. Interview
data, also contains information related to the workflow and the reasons of taking
different actions by users. (Beyer and Holtzblatt, 1997).
Our study also benefits from analyzing the conversations coming along with inter-
views and think aloud data analysis. Respect to this fact that conversation analysis
adopts bottom-up approach and helps to distinct activity sequencing and regular
pattern (Clayman and Maynard, 1995, Coulon, 1995), this study aims to under-
stand and define attribute of interaction among neurosurgeons and the environment
in neurosurgical context.
4.2 Goals
The study is structured to follow several goals. They can be listed as follows:
• Determining the work flow while surgeon is working with state of the art
surgical microscope
Who does what and why?
• Trying to indicate the inefficiencies while surgeon interacts to microscope and
OR personnel
Is there any gap or opportunity for errors?
• Identifying the opportunities to enhance the interactions
Is there any better way to interact to devices and personnel?
Besides these main goals, we have also concentrated on interaction among personnel
(surgeon and nurses, surgeon and students), clinician interaction with technical
systems and also clinician interaction with environment (positioning and setting).
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4.3 Framework
This study is performed in two operating theaters in Kuopio University Hospital.
KUH is one of the 5 university hospitals in Finland and besides clinical care, it
also aims to train top specialists. The education and research section provide envi-
ronment to train medical students in both basic and specialized training. In total,
22000 surgeries have been performed in 2012. Kuopio neurosurgery department is a
part of neurocenter which provides neurosurgical services in eastern Finland as well
as research training in collaboration with the faculty of health science in university
of eastern finland (KUH, 2012)
4.4 Data collection and analysis
During two weeks of observation, six surgeries were video recorded. The average
time of surgeries is about 100 minutes. The recordings cover the whole surgery time.
Three surgeries were performed on brain and other three were spine surgeries. We
chose different types of surgeries to compare the characteristics of microscope use
in different surgery types and under different conditions. In one case, one part of
the surgery had been done by a resident and under supervision of the main surgeon.
In another case, a resident was present in OR but he was only an observer. Four
neurosurgeons performed the surgeries and they used two models of microscopes.
The models are Zeiss Pentero 900 and Zeiss OPMI Pentro (see table 4.1).
Besides the video recorded materials, our data also contains voice recording of the
operations. We were free to ask questions during surgery and surgeons were asked
to provide us explanation about the operation procedure. Our audio materials also
contain the conversation among OR members and think aloud data of the surgeon.
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Surgery 1 2 3 4 5 6
Surgery
type
Aneurysm Aneurysm Aneurysm Spine Spine Spine
Surgery
time (min)
90 100 120 110 90 100
Microscope
Model
Pentero
900
Pentero
900
Pentero
900
OPMI
Pentro
OPMI
Pentro
OPMI
Pentro
Surgeon S1 S1 S2 S2 S3 S4
Presence of
resident
- Present
(ob-
server)
Present
(active)
- - -
Table 4.1: Details of the recorded surgeries
We also used the interview data of the surgeons and residents. Interview data were
collected in different stage of the data collection procedure. One part was done
before starting the surgery. In that part, they were asked to provide information
about the basic principles and routines in OR. Another part was done after surgeries.
This part mostly contains the complementary information about unknown medical
situation and the reasons of doing special actions. The last part of the interviews
was done after all of the recordings. familiarity to the most frequent behaviors in
OR and interactions to microscope, provided us more perspectives to explore. Thus,
we tried to look at the situations from the reasoning point of view.
4.5 Setting of the OR
The study procedure was conducted in two operating theaters. The typical plan
of the surgical operating suit has showed in Figure 4.1. Each operating room has
two doors leading to two different corridors. Shelves placed in A corridors provide
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Figure 4.1: Typical neurosurgical OR setting.
medical instruments and equipments for operating rooms. The B corridor were
using for patient transmitting. Both corridors are semi-restricted areas for surgical
suits (Figure 4.2).
Providing easy and fast access for personnel, to patient and other equipments is
one of the main issues in OR setup. Beside the regular progress which necessitates
optimal arrangements, in case of any emergencies, these factors are even more high-
lighted. Setting of the OR in different surgery types were different. Figure 4.3
shows the differences between setting among brain and spine surgeries.
The patient table is located in the center of the room. Though, the final and
exact position of the patient table depends on the type of the surgery procedure
and needed equipments. Set of medical equipment and furniture are positioned
around the patient table. Surgeon’s position indicates the location of scrub nurse
and instrument (nurse) table.
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Figure 4.2: Operating rooms and Corridors.
Normally, two instrument trolleys are placed closed to the patient table in the
right side of the surgeon (right-handed surgeon). These trolleys provide full access
to instruments for both scrub nurse and surgeon. Scrub nurse has more control
over the tables and the hand-off zone between them is provided by him/her. It
is important to provide direct and easy interaction between those personnel who
need to work directly to each other. For instance, the instrument exchange between
surgeon and scrub nurse; regardless of any step or situation, this interaction must
be maintained during surgery.
Another important factor in OR setup is to provide and maintain a complete aware-
ness for everyone inside the OR about the current flow (Lingard et al., 2004, Catch-
pole et al., 2008). Projecting the microscope view from operating field provide this.
Real time video helps anesthesiologist, nurses and other personnel to keep track
of the whole surgery progress and it enables them to work seamlessly together. A
monitor with the live view of the microscope is located in front of scrub nurse and
he/she is keeping track of the surgery to prepare the needed instrument. Surgeon,
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Figure 4.3: Differences between OR setup.
also has direct access to the microscope. Microscope body is located in the left side
of the surgeon and 2-3 meters further from patient table. Surgeons follow different
approaches to use microscope. Some of them prefer to use it from the beginning
of the surgery and some other, start using it from certain moment or specific step
during surgery.
Regardless of the time of the microscope use, once the surgeon decides to use it,
he/she pull the microscope arm in front of his/her eyes and adjust it based on
his/her preferences. Surgeon is only allowed to touch the microscope arm. Other
part of he microscope body is not sterile, thus, a nurse (circulating nurse) helps
the surgeon to move the microscope body and position it closer to the patient bed.
Also, the nurse is responsible to turn the device on, adjust the light and put it on
record. It should be mentioned here that the microscope arms and part of the body
which supposed to be located close to the patient bed and in sterile area, is covered
with special sterilized cover before starting the surgery.
Normally, the initial orientation and location of the microscope body will be keeping
the same till the end of the microscope use and changes will be applied only on the
arm and only by the surgeon. Regarding to this fact that the surgeon is the only
person who works with microscope, freedom in movements, relax and beneficial
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posture is provided for him/her.
The rest of the equipments around the patient table is controlling by anesthesia
team. Some of the equipments are constant and fixed among different surgery
types, but it has been observed that some equipments and devices are different
from case to case or in some cases they are not permanently used during the surgery.
But temporary usage of devices does not affect on the position or location of the
device itself or other equipments. The OR setting will be keeping similar from the
beginning to the end of the surgery time. Anesthetic team is sitting in the contrary
side of the surgeon and microscope. But the OR arrangement is designed in way
that the clear and available line of sight between them is provided (maintained)
during surgery. Besides following the surgery using the live view screen, anesthesia
team keeps their eyes over the vital signs devices and screens.
Chapter 5
FINDINGS
The findings of this study are twofold. First part outlines the interactions and be-
haviors in neurosurgical practices which help to highlight the interaction factors,
limitations and improvement potentials. Also, it helps to uncover the error oppor-
tunities and inefficiencies. Second part contains explanation about situations that
surgeons use their experience (non-technical skills) during surgery and training the
residents.
5.1 Workflow,Surgery steps
A typical neurosurgical procedure can be divided into five main parts.
• Pre-operation procedure (including anesthesia and preparation procedure af-
ter anesthesia)
• Opening
• Main operation procedure
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• Closure
• Post operation procedure
This categorization can be assigned into different types of neurosurgery. In average,
each operation takes around 100 minutes. The time distribution of each surgery
step has shown in figure 5.1. Before doing the final aseptic and gloving procedure,
Surgeon is present into the OR for around 5-10 minutes and does the pre-operation
actions which include final checking the patient and patient status, medical images,
examinations and documents. This process happens during the anesthesia proce-
dure. Some neurosurgeons prefer to be present in the OR while the patient is being
prepared for the surgery to check the body orientation and status thus, they spend
more time in the OR before starting the surgery. Meanwhile, scrub nurse and circu-
lating nurse prepare the patient, sterile area, instruments and devices. One surgeon
who preferred to be present during pre-operating procedure, gave us explanation
about the reason of this work: ”‘It is not a part of my duty to be present and attend
to patient preparation. But I prefer to check the exact orientation of the patient
head. There are many details which can help me to have more control over the sit-
uation. for example, gravity; I consider the orientation and use the gravity to make
the dissecting procedure easier.”’
Figure 5.1: Surgery timeline.
Surgery starts with opening part. In this step surgeon attempts to reach to the
target area. This part can be divided into two smaller parts. 1) Opening the skin or
skull and 2) dissecting to the target. The former, is known as a good start for resi-
dents to try the surgeries and start to work with microscope, though, some surgeons
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do not perform this step using the microscope. After reaching to the target point
and fixing the position, surgeon starts to perform the main operation. Normally the
surgery is recorded from this part. Surgeon performs the closing procedure after fin-
ishing the treatment in main operating step. This part can be done with or without
using the microscope. Similar to the opening part, this step is also a start point for
residents. After this step, surgeon signs the documents, registers and controls the
patient status and leaves the OR. Rest of the post-operating procedure are done by
other personnel.
5.2 Roles of OR personnel
During the operation, surgeon has the main leading role. He/she is responsible to
manage the operation progress and set the order of performing the surgery however
the steps and order has been determined beforehand, but any moves and activities
is controlled by surgeon.
The person who works directly with surgeon is scrub nurse. His/her duty starts
before performing the surgery with preparation of the OR and patient, and continues
during the operation by assisting the surgeon and acting in step with him/her. At
the same time, the scrub nurse has interaction with circulating nurse.
Circulating nurse is responsible to provide the instruments and conditions which
is needed during the operating time and located out of the restricted sterile area.
As both surgeon and scrub nurse cannot leave their positions and also the sterile
restrictions makes them not to touch any other parts, presence and availability of
the circulating nurse is important. The location of him/her is not constant during
the surgery.
However the position of the circulating nurses depends on the type of surgery and
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OR arrangement, but the behaviors which they follow to locate themselves in OR
can be categorized into three classes. First: they choose a point in the OR (mostly
a corner) close to the most needed closet and after doing each action, they come
back and relocate there. Second: after each action they stay in the place where they
finished their work there. Third: they predict the next action and after finishing
each action, they locate in the position which they guess the next action will take
place on. In last case, their experience, level of familiarity with the operation
procedure and possible needs, effect on the quality of their work. Also the live view
of the surgical field helps them to follow the operation and predict the next moves.
It should be mentioned here that emergency situations cannot be fitted into any of
these cases.
The interaction among surgeon and anesthetic team happens when the surgeon
needs to know any information from their side. Mostly, this interaction is verbal
communication.
5.3 Surgeon interaction with OR personnel
5.3.1 Surgeon-Scrub nurse interaction
Not only in neurosurgery but also in all surgeries from different disciplines the in-
teraction between surgeon and scrub nurse is notable. Skilled assisting the surgeon
is the main duty of scrub nurse beside preparing and maintaining the sterile en-
vironment and instruments (Mitchell and Flin, 2008). Although surgeon has the
main role to perform the surgery, but providing the ease of action and progress is
not related only to him/her. Smooth actions of the scrub nurse can enhance the
quality of the surgeons’ work (Figure 5.2).
Almost all interviewed surgeons wished to be able to choose the scrub nurse as
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Figure 5.2: Surgeon interacts with scrub nurse.
they preferred. This decision is not related to the knowledge level of the nurses,
as all the nurses have same training and skills. But the fact that makes the same
situation different with different nurses, is the personal abilities and non-technical
skills. Proper reactions to the surgeon moves and decisions, and understanding
the unique way of performing the operation by each surgeon, prevent loading extra
works for surgeon.
Full awareness is provided by following the live view displays and helps scrub nurse
to predict the neurosurgeon’s next moves. Beside the hand off action, avoid being
out of step with the surgeon is more highlighted when the surgeon is using an
instrument which is controlled by scrub nurse. For instance while using the Bipolar
Forceps instrument the foot pedal which is used to control the electrical current is
controlling by the nurse. In a proper time, the surgeon tell the nurse to active the
device. besides listening to the surgeon, the scrub nurse follows the surgeon’s actions
by using live view screen. The high integration of their work and the importance of
unitizing their actions can be seen in this situation.
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5.3.2 Surgeon-Resident interaction
An important step of training procedure for residents is to be present during surg-
eries and have active participation. In early stages, this procedure starts with ob-
serving the surgery and at some point, resident will be allowed to perform surgeries
under supervision and control of the main surgeon. These kinds of surgeries have
significant difference with those without presence of residents. The conversation
between surgeon and resident differs these two types from each other.
The surgeon, who is normally silent and deeply focused during a normal surgery,
talks and explains every single steps and movements. This action not only contains
the technical (surgical) explanation, but also surgeon takes care of the microscope
adjustment, positioning and optimal way to perform the procedure easier, faster
and safer. He/she also try to deliver the practical details of using the microscope
and optimal actions to the residents besides the technical principles.
Observations and result of interviews uncover that besides medical explanations,
another aspects of delivering knowledge happens during this progress. Although
surgeon delivers technical skills or better say surgical skills to resident, but at the
same time his/her experiences is delivered as well. The effect of experience can
be seen in the way of performing the surgery; such as surgeon’s preferences in
adjustments and positioning, preferred order or conditions of handling a progress
or even preferred tools and instruments. Each resident during the training period
works with different surgeons. They were mentioning during the training progress,
they adopt those skills in a manner which is suits them and their personality more;
those which they find easier and more efficient.
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5.3.3 Surgeon and other personnel
During a surgical practice, neurosurgeon needs to interact with the team. Besides
the most frequent interactions which happen with scrub nurse, resident or second
surgeon, other OR personnel might need to interact with surgeon or surgeon needs
them to provide information or specific condition.
Verbal communication among OR personnel is a common way of their interaction.
The location of the personnel and the spirit of their works lead to consider about
a beneficial way of verbal communication. This communication can be transferring
information about vital signs or other medical information, and asking for a situation
which cause changing the physical positioning.
An issue for the surgeon while interacting with other personnel is to grab their
focus and have their attention while they are focusing on other activities. This
happens especially with anesthetic team which are located in the contrary side with
the surgeon. Many devices related to the patient status needed to be controlled by
anesthetic team. One surgeon noticed us to this fact that having their attention
needs some time. ”‘during a surgery it might happen that we need changes in patient
table height. We have to to call them, explain the situation and ask them to provide
the desirable position and it takes time.”’
Surgeons where mentioning regarding to the interrupts caused by calling other per-
sonnel in these conditions, they prefer a situation when they do not have to ask
them to do something. Thus they intend to arrange the workflow as standalone as
possible.
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5.4 Surgeon positioning
Surgeon positioning is a continuous procedure before starting the surgery with set-
ting the OR, tables, patient, and microscope and continues during surgery. As one
of the basic rules in surgery is to keep the procedure simple and fast,(Lehecka et al.,
2011) ease of access (physically and visually) and movements are the key factors
to provide this condition. Although technology is designed to enable surgeon and
other team members to adjust almost all equipments to their preferences, but to
expedite the process, it can be seen that sometimes surgeon adjust him/herself to
obtain the best situation. Standing position normally gives surgeons perfect mo-
bility and control over the surgical field. Its importance is more highlighted when
the type of the surgery and operating field necessitate frequent changing the angle.
Normally, to change the microscope view, surgeons prefer to use mouthpiece rather
than taking their hands and use handgrips. In this situation, maneuverability is
more provided in standing position.
There are some other tools and techniques which are adapted by surgeons to set
(regulate) their position efficiently such as: adjusting their height by wearing or
removing high-heeled clogs, bend their knees or stay on toes or use armrest with
adjustable height which keep the position of the hands natural and relax.
5.5 Interacting with microscope
Modern neurosurgery and surgical microscope are two words which are tied together.
Regardless of the surgery stages and surgery types, surgeon uses the microscope
almost during the whole surgery time. Using this essential tool needs training and
experience. Microscope provides clear magnification with powerful illumination.
Sharp view of the operating field, which is the result of controllable zoom and focus
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system, enables surgeons to have natural perception of the surgical field (Kriss and
Kriss, 1998). In addition, abilities to move and adjust the whole tool let the surgeon
to have different positions as required.
5.5.1 Handgrips
Two handgrips are used to move the microscope arm. Handles are located in both
left and right sides of the binocular and using them enable surgeons to adjust the
microscope as required. There are releasing buttons integrated on grips which are
used to release the arms’ break with a safe suspension and let the surgeon to move
and adjust the arm almost effortlessly. Moving is not the only reason to use the
grips, controlling zoom and focusing are also possible by using grips’ buttons and
knobs (Figure 5.3).
Figure 5.3: Surgeon uses handgrip during surgery.
In addition, these buttons can be programmed in order to be able to use embodied
software of microscope. Buttons are programmed based on surgeon’s needs and
preferences. These settings are stored in surgeon personal profile in microscope
memory. One of the primitive tasks which is done by surgeons before starting the
surgery is loading their profile in microscope.
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Grips are a feature in microscope which is used by surgeon frequently. Very often
surgeons need to change the microscope position to adjust it as they need, however,
the frequency and type of the action is different among different surgery types. Two
basic factors affect the handgrips’ use are surgery type and surgery step.
It has been observed that during any type of the brain operations the movements
are mostly short, small and the reason is to obtain a clear view. The surgical field
which is mostly a surface and not very deep cavity led to these kinds of movements.
In contrast, the deeper cavity and need to have different perspectives from different
directions, force surgeon to change the view using bigger movements. Here, small
movements turn to longer and faster movements; especially when the surgeons at-
tempt to check the whole surgical area and need to look at the field from all possible
directions. Sometimes, regarding to be able to obtain a view of the harder target
points, surgeons need to complete the microscope arm movements with their body
postures (Figure 5.4).
Surgery steps has also effect on changing the view and adjusting action. Most of
the changes happen during the dissecting procedure while the surgeon tries to reach
to the target area. As using the grips forces the surgeon to take one or both hands
from the surgical field, it is observed that surgeons mostly try to do it when they
need to change the instrument. In this case, they save the time by taking the hand
once for two reasons. But it is obvious that this condition is not always possible.
5.5.2 Mouthpiece
Using the handgrips force surgeon to take one or both hands from surgical field.
Mouthpiece in surgical microscope is a feature which provides ability of movements
without taking hands. Although there are some limitation in movements using
mouthpiece comparing to maneuverability which is provided by handgrips, but still
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Figure 5.4: Surgeon’s body posture to gain perfect view.
mouthpiece is using widely by surgeons. It has direct effect on surgery time and
makes it 30 percents faster (Lehecka et al., 2011).
Possible directions to move using mouthpiece are left and right, backward and to-
ward and up and down. Adapting to the mouthpiece use, is a process which is
highly depended on learning and experience. Although there are some limitations
(controlling the device with head, soaking the surgeon’s mask by saliva, talking
while mouthpiece is close to or inside the mouth) but it is always mentioning by
surgeons that working with mouthpiece make the surgery faster.
Regarding to these strengths and advantages of using mouthpiece, it is easy to
guess that mouthpiece is a feature in surgical microscope which is used frequently
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irrespective of surgery type or step. However, in some cases, the importance of
using mouthpiece is more highlighted. For example, one of the characteristics of
brain tissue is elasticity (Metz et al., 1970). In dissecting, procedure especially
when the problematic area is not located in the surface of the brain, reaching to the
desire point is a complicated procedure and if the surgeon takes his/her hand(s),
elasticity causes losing the position or forces over-work to obtain it again.
Dissecting progress is a sensitive work because the healthy part of the brain tissue
must be kept protected and dissection should not cause any damage. Hence, sur-
geons try not to take their hands and keep performing the procedure continuously as
much as possible. It is also clear that the dissecting causes changing the coordinate
of the hands and regarding to the convoluted characteristic of the brain, surgeon
may start from one point and follows not a very direct path to reach the desired
area. It is observed a lot that surgeons’ hands reach to the border of the view field
(Figure 5.5). Although surgeons continue working in the border of the view field
as much as possible but mouth piece is used very much in these situations while
taking the hands is not efficient.
The maneuverability using the mouth piece is less than using handgrips as well as
movement comfort. Also controlling the suspension by mouth is harder than hands.
They mentioned: ”We spend some time and adjust the view. Regardless of keeping
the hands on surgical field and using the mouth, but still during the adjustment
progress (by mouthpiece) we cannot use our hands to continue the operation. We
need to wait to obtain a good view. It is an interrupt, but at least we can use our
hands to keep the position of the surgical field. The important issue while using the
mouthpiece is to be able to adjust the view as we need. The less possible movements
in mouthpiece, every sometimes, forces us to take the hands and readjust using
grips. It is always happening that after several movements by mouthpiece we use the
grips to gain the perfect view.” Using the mouthpiece is being completed with body
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postures. Surgeons cover the limitation of the movements provided by mouthpiece
with positioning their body.
Figure 5.5: microscope view while surgeon works close to the edge of the view field.
Besides all these benefits, adapting to the mouthpiece is a challenge for young
surgeons. Interacting to a device in a completely new manner, sounds not very easy
to get familiar with. The teaching role of the surgeons is highlighted here while
they deliver this knowledge to residents and guide them to use the option more
beneficial.
5.6 Vignettes
These parts of findings are represented as vignettes which aim to demonstrate sit-
uations related to surgeons’ non-technical skills during surgical practices.
5.6.1 Surgeons train the non-technical skills to resident dur-
ing surgical training
An aneurysm surgery has started by main surgeon. The resident presents beside the
main surgeon and he is following the operation procedure by using the co-observation
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binocular (Figure 5.6). During the surgery surgeon explains the procedure. After
reaching to the specific step, surgeon stops performing the surgery, explains the sit-
uation for a minute and they switch their positions (Figure 5.7). Resident has to
readjust the position of the microscope. Now surgeon is using the co-observation.
The situation is highly controlled by the surgeon. The resident is doing the dissecting
procedure and the view is not very clear. He attempts to changes the zoom to obtain
a focused view. But the surgeon stops him:
R: I think I need to zoom it a bit more
S: No, continue, it will be cleared.
Resident continues and the surgical area becomes clear after going few millimeters
deeper. The surgery continues and all of their discussions is related to medical
training. The surgeon asks resident to change the view.
S: Change the view more to the right
R: Now?
S: Now.
The resident takes his hand and readjusts the microscope and continues the surgery.
In this case the resident is familiar with the surgery procedure and microscope.
On the other hand, clearly, he is not experienced in microscope use. Using the
microscope necessitates to look into binocular which is in front of the eyes and
hands must work in different direction. Residents need time and experience to get
used to this action.
They mentioned: ”‘At the beginning, it is complicated to use our hands in one
direction and following our hands by eyes indirectly.”’
From the beginning of the surgery surgeon explained every steps. This happens also
when the surgeon started to use the microscope. Adjusting procedure was observed
carefully by the resident.
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Figure 5.6: Surgeon performs the surgery and resident is following him.
There are no differences in OR setting between the cases that resident is going to
perform the surgery and surgeries which is done only by the main surgeon. As the
position and coordinate of the microscope and patient had been set based on the
main surgeon’s preferences, resident needs to adjust himself to be able to follow the
operation.
When the resident started to perform the surgery, he received some advices and
helps during readjusting the microscope. The progress of delivering the knowledge
using the microscope and behaving to it, had been done by surgeon as well as the
surgical knowledge delivery.
There are many reasons which cause loosing the focus of the surgical field, namely:
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The highly magnified area, instrument movements under high magnification, unfa-
miliarity to the microscope, the brain structure and nature of the surgery. Regarding
to this fact that the operation needed to be done fast (Lehecka et al., 2011), any
time loss might rise up other issues for the patient. In other hand, illumination of
the microscope cause heat over the surgical area and this warmness is harmful for
the brain tissue (Hasle and Fryxell, 1970). These set of reasons necessitate surgeons
not only be careful about the main surgery procedure, but also try to teach and
control the actions of controlling the microscope by the residents.
Figure 5.7: Resident performs the surgery.
It is a fact that experience ease performing the surgery and they get familiar to
the process over years; it is also true about the microscope use as well. Enough
knowledge and getting familiar to the brain tissue and its behavior while performing
the operation, helps them to know where and when to change the view, zoom or
focus. It has been observed that they continue working under blur view and do not
attempt to make it clear. Continue dissecting and changing the depth of the cavity
makes the view clear after a while.
In this vignette, the surgeon helps resident to get familiar to this fact that not always
changing the view is the best reaction to an unclear view field. Using knowledge
and experience of the brain anatomy and the practical details of the microscope use,
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needed to be used for best outcome. Numerous examples of delivering the experience
happens between surgeon and resident during surgical practices. However, this
procedure is not a part of their professional trainings.
5.6.2 Problem with microscope menus and options
An aneurysm surgery is performing on a middle age man. Surgeon has finished the
dissecting step, the clipping part has also been done and it is the time for checking
the surgical area and blood vessels. Surgeon attempts to use the microscope buttons
to switch to the option which let him to check the vessels. The option does not work.
He stops and tries again and no result.
Because of the restriction of sterile environment, the surgeon is not able to touch
other parts of the microscope such as screen and menus. Thus, circulating nurse is
also trying to help. It is still not working. They do not waste the time and call the
technical support to fix the problem (Figure 5.8). The technician comes and fixes
the problem. They discuss and he explains the situation and surgeon continues the
surgery.
Figure 5.8: Difficulties during microscope use.
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The integrated buttons and knobs in the microscope are programmable. Using the
embodied software and applications is possible using these buttons during surgery.
Each software and application is used in a specific types of the surgery and surgeons
set the buttons and knobs based on their needs. Some surgeries does not need any
specific and extra options but in some other, it is a part of operation routine to use
the options. Also in some surgeries some part of the operation needed to be done
using the options but it might not happen very often.
Surgeons were mentioning: ”‘Using them (the programmed buttons) not very often,
cause forgetting about the last option which we set before, and next time, when we
are going to you use it, it takes time to remember what to do.”’ Also recalling the
method to use the software is not always successful and they might need to ask for
help and support.
When the surgeons were asked about the level of familiarity to these options and
in general the menus of the microscope interface, they mentioned they have found
it complicated. Even one surgeon called them ”‘those fancy options”’.
The state-of-the-art microscope includes many software and options which definitely
have hours of research behind it. But why they call it fancy?
We asked them about any problems regarding to use new versions of the microscope
comparing to older versions. They favor to use the older version and refuse to use
and get familiar to the new version. It seems the new technology brings cognitive
load or difficulties regarding to adapt it and use it beneficially. This difficulties
are not only related to the menus and embodied software but also one surgeon
mentioned about a case where the setting of the illumination was different between
two microscopes and they faced some difficulties to find the way to change and
adjust it during the surgery.
The device which is an important part of their daily work causes some problems,
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waste their time and it might cause losing the focus over their work.
5.6.3 Surgeons develop their own strategy to overcome the
limitations
We observed conditions that the surgeons face some limitation during the micro-
scope use, but they have their own way to overcome or ease the situation. These
limitations cause by nature of the surgery, or the fact that they need to perform the
fast surgery, or reasons related to inefficiencies of a specific device.
It can be said that they adopt themselves and develop their own approach to use
it in proper way. It was interesting when we noticed them to these behaviors and
they were replying us: ”did I really do that?!”
This comes from the fact that surgeons aim to perform the surgery as easy and fast
as possible. They use whatever they have and do whatever they can to keep the
operation without any interrupt or time loss.
Auto focusing is provided in microscope, but normally this option is not being used
by surgeons and they find it not very usable. Frequent movement of the instruments
and high magnified area makes using the auto focusing not very efficient. Hence,
surgeons develop their own skill to overcome this limitation. It can be seen that
surgeon is working under a blur view for some time and he/she does not change the
zoom or focus to clarify the view field (Figure 5.8). Also it has been observed that
by irrigating the surgical cavity, they lost the focus and view for seconds but still
they continue working and gain the clear view again.
Level of experience and familiarity with the anatomy and structure of the surgical
area, leads them to take this action. By their experience they know passing this
layer of the tissue makes the view clear, and the focus will be in the deeper point of
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Figure 5.9: Unclear microscope view
the cavity, so they need to go deeper. When the cavity is full of water the situation
is the same. Experience and skills make them sure about their chosen view. These
skills help them a lot in an emergency cases when a bleeding happens and the cavity
is filled by blood and the fast and secure action is needed.
Chapter 6
DISCUSSION
6.1 General discussion
Findings of this study (which benefits from contextual inquiry method) state situ-
ations related to interaction in medical environment which can be discussed from
different viewpoints which are listed as follows:
• Investigation about potentials for improvements of the current methods or
technology (e.g.,(Kusunoki et al., 2013))
• Analysis to collect input data to introduce new type of method or technology
(e.g.,(Mentis et al., 2012))
• Understanding the human factors related to technology to design hardware as
user needs (e.g.,(Graetzel et al., 2004))
• Understanding human factors as a key factor to formation of interaction which
is a source of positive or negative causes (e.g.,(Yule et al., 2006))
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6.2 Interaction gaps
6.2.1 Surgeon-microscope
Finding any gaps, limitation or inefficiencies in interactions, can be assumed as a
key to open a new door to another strategy of performing a normal routine. Medical
field can also benefits from this concept. From this perspective, our findings can
be categorized into two parts: inefficiencies related to interaction between surgeon
and microscope, and gaps among surgeon and personnel interaction. Our result
shows not very efficient and easy progress during microscope use. Regarding to the
importance of the device and progress, any improvement has direct effect on the
patient safety and surgical outcome.
We discussed about surgeons avoidance to take their hands from the surgical field
to keep the operation going. The fact of the performing a fast surgery is one side of
this issue, but by a closer look we realize that the uncertainty about the outcome
of the action led them not to attempt to take the action.
Surgeons know if they take their hands from the surgical field and try to obtain a
better view, depends how tough the situation is, the outcome of view change, besides
losing the time, might not be as desired. Thus, they continue and adapt themselves
to situation by putting effort from their own side: taking body postures which seems
sometimes very challenging, continue working as possible with the current view field
even if it is very close to edge of the view, continue working under blurred view,
and use their surgical skills and familiarity to the body anatomy to overcome these
constrains.
Each surgeon develops their own way to adapt to the limitation and provide the
best possible outcome. Surgeons during their training procedure are advised to
learn to use microscope as a part of their body (Lehecka et al., 2011). Using their
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non-technical skills is the most noted method they use.
These inefficiencies can be addressed by set of hardware or software solutions which
helps surgeon to rely on the device more than before.
6.2.2 Surgeon-OR personnel
The leading role of the surgeons in OR, lead them to form the interaction with
personnel beneficially. The optimal interaction is highly important in this case, as
well as easy and understandable communications.
In case of interacting to personnel, such as circulating nurse or anesthesia team
members, surgeon tries to provide short and easy messages to be delivered to them.
It can be said that he/she simplifies the request as possible and then deliver it to
the target person. This is, firstly, because of making sure about understanding
the message by the target person (prevent over-work) and making sure about the
outcome. Then, as they mentioned, communications in this level have an initial step
which is grabbing the focus of the target person and ask him/her to concentrate on
the new task. This costs time. So surgeon wants to take an action which he/she
can be sure about the result. It should be mentioned here they attempt to manage
the work by themselves or by asking scrub nurse as much as possible. Avoidance of
spreading the tasks can be seen in their communication behaviors.
6.3 Training
Training young neurosurgeons is one important task of the main surgeons in OR.
Besides delivering the surgical skills, they also deliver their own approaches (expe-
riences) of performing the surgery. Surgeons imparts the skills to the residents by
showing their own way to perform the surgery, .
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The role of experience is highlighted here, for instance, when the surgeon advice res-
ident not to take an action which seems beneficial at the moment. The experiences
of the surgeons cause predicting the next steps and even the possible reactions of the
patient body. These moments might be challenging for the resident when they force
to dismiss about what they assume as a correct action, and instead, discovering
other perspective of the surgery suggested by surgeon.
Any consideration about training these skills as a part of their study progress might
help them to become expert and skilled at the same time.
Chapter 7
CONCLUSION and FUTURE
WORKS
We have intended to provide details of the interactions in context of routines and
activities of neurosurgeons during neurosurgical practices.
In this work, we discussed about the gaps, limitation and potentials of the inter-
action between surgeon and microscope. Also, we went through interactions which
happen around surgeon, such as interaction to the residents and scrub nurse. The
result could be used as a input data to explore a new way of interaction in this
settings. Also, findings specifies the key consideration factors during the progress
of enhancement of the interactive technologies and devices in this setting.
We also discussed about the human factors which effects on the interaction from
training point of view. We can introduce the neurosurgical operating room as an
environment which has potentials for training the non-technical skills as well as
surgical trainings.
The future work of this study can be exploring for any new technology to ease and
improve the data collection. Using eye-tracking technology to detect the attentions
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among OR team could reveal hidden layers of interaction. It is also possible to
extend this work by using the findings to identify opportunities for improvement,
and indicating inefficiencies and possible errors. Also thinking about any design
consideration for a new method of interaction needs deep understanding of the
current flow and its key concepts.
Another perspective of future work can be focusing on training the surgical compe-
tence from the perspective of non-technical skills.
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